Austin - Mini Cooper 1100 - 1977
Lot sold

USD 14 876 - 16 364
EUR 12 500 - 13 750 (listed)

Year of manufacture
Mileage
Number of seats
Drivetrain
Lot number

1977
84 000 km /
52 196 mi
2
2wd

Drive

LHD

Condition

Used

Location
Fuel type

Petrol

Exterior colour

Other

Car type

Other

24894559

Description
This classic car is for auction at online auction platform Catawiki. Please click here to place a bid an
to find more information about this. Offered, a unique Austin Mini 1100 Cooper. This Mini was
completely built according to the vintage rally specifications. Fitted with original Cooper cylinder
head, Paddy Hopkirk 10” brake discs and double carburettors.In 2016, the Mini was provided with
many extra specifications, as it was fitted with a roll cage, leather bucket seats with 4-point belt, the
dashboard was customised with extra clocks (John Cooper) and a Brantz tripmaster was mounted and
everything’s working properly. Exterior: The colour of this Mini Cooper is ‘Tartan Red’ with a black
roof, the body and bottom are in a neat and sound condition, the paint is good but a bit dull, the
chrome of for instance the bumpers, grille and Wipac high-beam lights were replaced in 2017,
furthermore, the Austin Mini is equipped with new door and window rubbers. The doors, bonnet and
tailgate close neatly. The 6x10" Minilight wheels were also installed in 2016. The wheels are in a neat
condition and are fitted with Falken tyres with very good tread. In 2016, a single maniflow sports
exhaust was installed as well, this system is of stainless steel and has thicker pipes which give the
Mini a deep sound. The numbers on the side of the doors can be removed (sticker). Interior: Black
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leather bucket seats and door cards, on the bottom there’s a black carpet set which is in good
condition! We also fitted the Mini with a new mat set and the dashboard is covered with walnut and
leather stainless steel sporty steering wheel by Moto Lita.The Cooper is free from smoke and
maintained in excellent condition! Technique: Very well maintained 1098 cc 1100 engine with more
than 50 hp, it works perfectly and has a lot of power! The cylinder head was replaced with an original
flowed Cooper head which is included, the head was neatly made smooth and new valves were
mounted. The gearbox is in very good condition and shifts smoothly through the gears. The wiring,
and lighting are in very good condition, the headlights have been replaced and fitted with new
chrome rings. A Paddy Hopkirk brake disc system was mounted, it generates a lot of braking power
and makes the Mini suitable for any use! This is a unique Mini, the colour combination is exactly as
an English classic Mini should be, tartan red with a black roof.This Mini is a real eye catcher.
Including: New Dutch Periodic Vehicle Inspection (MOT). Maintenance service. Export documents (if
necessary). Full tank of gasoline. Major check upon delivery. This Mini is located in Rogat, the
Netherlands, you are welcome to view this Mini and perform an extensive test drive before bidding!
Please contact Catawiki.
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